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Bench Memoirs: A Review of *Five Chiefs* by John Paul Stevens

*Chris Michel*


**Introduction**

When Justice John Paul Stevens rose from the Supreme Court bench for the final time on June 28, 2010,¹ he had worn the robes of a Justice longer than all but two of his one hundred predecessors: Justice William O. Douglas, who held the seat immediately before him,² and the nineteenth-century Justice Stephen Field.³ As Chief Justice John Roberts noted in saying farewell, Stevens's tenure on the Court accounts “for nearly one sixth of its existence.”⁴

³ *Id.* Some commentators have noted that Stevens's service exceeds Justice Field's if one excludes the period in 1881 when Field "abandoned Court work in favor of an extended overseas vacation." See Ross E. Davies, Craig D. Rust & Adam Aft, *Supreme Court Sluggers: John Paul Stevens Is No Stephen J. Field*, 13 *Green Bag* 465, 465-66 (2010).
⁴ See Liptak, *supra* note 1, at A18.
Longevity, however, hardly represents Stevens’s only notable achievement. In his thirty-four Terms, he authored some of the Court’s most cited, most despised, and most significant majority opinions. He dissented frequently and forcefully, taking the dramatic step of reading a dissent aloud from the bench more than twenty times. As the Senior Associate Justice for sixteen years


8. See Bill Barnhart & Gene Schlickman, John Paul Stevens: An Independent Life 4 (2010) (describing Stevens as “by far, the Court’s most prolific writer of... concurrences and dissents”); Jeffrey Rosen, The Dissenter, Justice John Paul Stevens, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 23, 2007, § F (Magazine), at 55 (“Stevens... has written more dissenting and separate concurring opinions than any of his colleagues.”).

9. Jill Duffy & Elizabeth Lambert, Dissents from the Bench: A Compilation of Oral Dissents Issued by U.S. Supreme Court Justices, 102 L. LIBR. J. 7, 8, 35-37 (2010) (chronicling oral dissents since 1970). Oral dissents are rare and carry significant meaning. See id. (describing oral dissents as a “rare... added gesture Justices make when they wish to underscore that, in their view, the majority opinion is flawed or fundamentally wrong”); Lani Guinier, Foreword: Demosprudence Through Dissent, 122 HARV. L. REV. 4, 30 (2008) (“I see oral dissents as a skylight that can open up a Justice’s meaning to a lay audience.”); Timothy R. Johnson, Ryan C. Black & Ève M. Ringsmuth, Hear Me Roar: What Provokes Supreme Court Justices To Dissent from the Bench?, 93 MINN. L. REV. 1560, 1564 (2009) (characterizing oral dissents as “a different order of magnitude of dissent” (quoting Robert Barnes, Over Ginsburg’s Dissent, Court Limits Bias Suits, WASH. POST, May 30, 2007, at A1 (internal quotation marks omitted))). Stevens’s most passionate oral dissent came in oppo-
on the Rehnquist and Roberts Courts, he assigned opinions when he voted with the majority and the Chief Justice dissented, making him effectively "the Chief Justice of the Liberal Supreme Court." Since his retirement, commentators have shown how his jurisprudence shaped the law in areas from abortion to affirmative action to antitrust—his field of practice in Chicago a half-century ago.

If Stevens ranks among the Court's most influential Justices, he also qualifies as one of its most enigmatic. The sole biography published about him describes his image as that of "a hermit in a monastery." A cover story in the New York Times Magazine noted his "reputation as an idiosyncratic loner." His preference to work remotely from his condominium in Florida earned him the nickname, "the FedEx justice." For much of his career, he was the only Justice to the Court's decision that a Texas statute banning flag desecration violated the First Amendment. See Texas v. Johnson, 491 U.S. 397, 436 (1989) (Stevens, J., dissenting); BARNHART & SCHLICKMAN, supra note 8, at 18 (quoting an observer of Stevens's oral dissent in Johnson as saying, "As he reached his peroration, his face was flush, his eyes just shy of tears." (citing EDWARD LAZARUS, CLOSED CHAMBERS: THE RISE, FALL, AND FUTURE OF THE MODERN SUPREME COURT 35-36 (1999))).


16. BARNHART & SCHLICKMAN, supra note 8, at 9.

17. Rosen, supra note 8, at 72.

18. Id. (explaining that Stevens used FedEx to send handwritten drafts of opinions to his chambers in Washington, D.C., in "his early years on the court," but later switched to computers and became "the first telecommuting justice"); see Toobin, supra note 11, at 40; see also THE SUPREME COURT: A C-SPAN BOOK FEATURING THE JUSTICES IN THEIR OWN WORDS 44 (Brian Lamb, Susan Swain & Mark Farkas eds., 2010) (recalling Stevens's memory of an occasion when he "shook sand out
tice who reviewed certiorari petitions himself, rather than relying on the "pool" staffed by law clerks from other chambers. As one observer summarized it, Stevens "always stood apart" from his colleagues. His distinctive approach extended all the way to his trademark sartorial flourish, the bow tie.

This combination of influence and intrigue makes Stevens a captivating figure for Court followers. His decision to publish a memoir shortly after leaving the bench offered the enticing prospect of a new window into his life and work. The result of his efforts hit the shelf, fittingly, on the first Monday in October 2011—the same day the Court opened its Fall Term.

Rather than reflecting directly on his own career, Stevens structures Five Chiefs: A Supreme Court Memoir around profiles of the five Chief Justices with whom he crossed paths: Fred Vinson, whom Stevens met when he was a law clerk to Justice Wiley Rutledge; Earl Warren, who presided over Stevens's only oral argument before the Supreme Court as an advocate; and Warren Burger, William Rehnquist, and John Roberts, with whom Stevens served. Stevens also

of" his case briefs, leaving his colleagues on the Court "a little jealous of the way [he] prepare[d]"

19. See The Supreme Court, supra note 18, at 45-46. Seven thousand petitions for certiorari—requests by litigants that the Supreme Court hear their cases—are filed each year. See Rosen, supra note 8, at 72.

20. JEFFREY TOOBIN, THE NINE: INSIDE THE SECRET WORLD OF THE SUPREME COURT 6 (2007) ("Respected by his colleagues, if not really known to them, Stevens always stood apart."); see also Toobin, supra note 11, at 41 ("[Stevens's] law clerks report that months go by without another Justice visiting his chambers... Stevens...is, while cordial, remote.").

21. See Barnhart & Schlickman, supra note 8, at 8 (describing the bow tie as a "statement of nonconformity").

22. Adam Liptak, As Justices Get Back to Business, Old Pro Reveals Tricks of the Trade, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 4, 2011, at A12 ("In time for the start of a new term on Monday, Justice Stevens has just published an engaging and candid memoir.").

23. See STEVENS, supra note 15, at 53-80. Vinson, appointed by President Harry Truman, served as Chief Justice from 1946 to 1953; Rutledge, appointed by President Franklin Roosevelt, served as Associate Justice from 1943 to 1949. Members of the Supreme Court of the United States, supra note 2.


BENCH MEMOIRS

provides a brief history of the first twelve Chief Justices and analyzes the role of Senior Associate Justice—or, as he calls it, “Second Among Equals.”

_Five Chiefs_ hardly reads as a typical Washington tell-all memoir. Indeed, mainstream press reviews of the memoir lamented the relative lack of news. Nevertheless, a close read of _Five Chiefs_ yields insights for legal scholars and general interest readers alike. This Review argues that Stevens’s portraits of the men who have led the Court reveal as much about their artist as about his subjects. In his distinctive account, Stevens emerges as an independent, often idiosyncratic, Justice. He exudes reverence for the Court and its traditions. His tone chills noticeably, however, as he discusses the Rehnquist and Roberts Courts, on which he frequently found himself outvoted. In sum, Stevens offers a readable and revealing take on the Court in which, as he warns with characteristic humility, “some autobiographical comments must be tolerated.”

I. THE JUSTICE AS AUTHOR

While _Five Chiefs_ represents Stevens’s debut as a book author, the memoir benefits from his lifetime of experience in the craft of writing. Stevens presents his perspective in the crisp, confident prose of a man who knows what he thinks and how to express it. Many of his biographical sketches begin with a concise sentence conveying an illustrative fact about his subject, such as “Warren Burger was president of the student council,” or “Bill Rehnquist was a meteorologist in the Air Force during World War II.” Stevens also sprinkles his narrative

27. Id. at 231.
32. Id. at 169.
with wit. He jokes that he began his tenure on the Court as a “member of a small minority” because five Justices stood over six feet tall. In recounting conferences—the formal meetings in which the Justices gather to deliberate and vote on cases—he recalls that Justice Byron White typically answered the telephone with the salutation, “Joe’s Bar.” These humorous and personal touches enliven Stevens’s account; they also signal that he genuinely enjoyed serving on the Court and writing about the experience.

Stevens, who famously continues to play tennis in his nineties, notes many positive qualities in his fellow Justices. Yet his treatment of them hardly resembles lobbed second serves. In a passage that offers a glimpse of both his polite tone and the brand of subtle criticism that he is willing to level, Stevens states that his purpose for writing the book is “to share memories of these men and . . . the office that they each occupied with honor and varying degrees of expertise.” He deploys similarly diplomatic digs throughout the book, noting, for example, that he sometimes “received the impression that [Justice Felix Frankfurter] had not yet read the briefs and was relying on counsel to identify the exact issue in dispute,” and that Chief Justice Vinson was “a decisive judge, [but] he was by no means the intellectual leader of the Court.” While Stevens’s criticism grows more biting when he describes contemporary Justices with whom he disagreed, he generally strikes a deft balance between showing respect for the Court as an institution and producing a book that reviewers have recognized as a “candid memoir.”

As a literary work, Five Chiefs represents a new model in the burgeoning genre of the Supreme Court memoir. Stevens’s writing lacks the emotional

33. Id. at 136.
34. Id. at 213.
37. Id. at 71. Stevens, clearly no fan of Frankfurter, also explains, “I understand that Justice Frankfurter occasionally provided his colleagues with comments akin to a fifty-minute classroom lecture.” Id. at 74.
38. Id. at 64. Elsewhere in the book, Stevens concedes that he was “not an especial admirer of” Chief Justice Vinson, id. at 65, criticizes Vinson’s secretary as being “somewhat officious,” id. at 75, and notes that Vinson’s clerks were required to give the Justice a ride when his car and driver were “put at Mrs. Vinson’s service,” id. 76.
39. See infra Part III (discussing Stevens’s criticisms of Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice Thomas).
40. Liptak, supra note 22, at A12.
41. By my count, six current or recently retired Justices have published books. See STEPHEN G. BREYER, MAKING OUR DEMOCRACY WORK: A JUDGE’S VIEW (2010) [hereinafter BREYER, MAKING OUR DEMOCRACY WORK]; STEPHEN G. BREYER,
power of Justice Clarence Thomas’s *My Grandfather’s Son* or the nostalgic reminiscences of Justice Sandra Day O’Connor’s *Lazy B*. But it includes more personal reflection than the scholarly works of Justices Stephen Breyer and Antonin Scalia. (Mercifully, Stevens rejects the multivolume, self-aggrandizing approach of his predecessor, Justice Douglas.) *Five Chiefs* thus occupies an independent space among books written by Justices, much like the place Stevens himself occupied on the Court.

Unsurprisingly, the writing in *Five Chiefs* evokes Stevens’s judicial opinions. While known for drafting the initial version of all his opinions himself, Stevens has perhaps not received the credit that he deserves as a writer. His ability to capture his views in concise, colorful language characterizes both his memoir and his best work on the bench. He authored what is arguably the most memorable passage in the most memorable case of his tenure, declaring in his *Bush v. Gore* dissent, “Although we may never know with complete certainty the identity of the winner of this year’s Presidential election, the identity of the loser is

---

42. *Thomas, supra* note 41 (describing Thomas’s upbringing amid rural poverty in the segregated South and discussing sensitive issues such as his struggles with drinking, decision to divorce his first wife, development of faith, and rancorous confirmation hearings).

43. *O’Connor, supra* note 41 (recounting stories from O’Connor’s childhood on a ranch in Arizona).

44. See *Breyer, supra* note 41; *Breyer, Active Liberty*, supra note 41 (describing Breyer’s approach to the role of courts in American democracy and to issues of constitutional and statutory interpretation); *Scalia, supra* note 41 (laying out Scalia’s theory of textualist statutory interpretation). Justices Breyer and Scalia would probably not consider these books “memoirs.”


46. *The Supreme Court, supra* note 18, at 38; *Rosen, supra* note 8, at 72 (“Since Stevens joined the court, he has also been the only justice routinely to write the first drafts of his own opinions—the other justices have generally relied on clerks to write their first drafts and then rewritten (or at least edited) the drafts to various degrees.”).
perfectly clear. It is the Nation's confidence in the judge as an impartial guardian of the rule of law."47 His distinction between the “welcome mat” of affirmative action and the “No Trespassing” sign of segregation remains one of the most accessible and vivid images in modern civil rights jurisprudence.48 In some ways, Stevens’s writing in his later opinions foreshadows his memoir, as he included wistful passages on his memories of Prohibition,49 the transformation of his thinking on the death penalty,50 and his place on the Court.51 By uniting these reflections with his broader perspective on the Court, Five Chiefs represents a continuation and culmination of Stevens’s project as Justice and author.

II. Declarations of Independence

While observers have long recognized Stevens’s judicial independence,52 few have explored the roots of his approach. The Justice offers some clues in Five Chiefs, beginning with his profile of the first twelve Chief Justices. While Stevens never identifies the Court’s most important decision, he singles out its “most influential dissenting opinion”—Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes’s dissent in Lochner v. New York,53 rejecting the majority’s position that a law regulating hours for bakery employees violated the constitutionally protected “liberty of contract.”54 Stevens notes that Holmes’s opinion, a “solo dissent” that “con-
tained just two paragraphs,“\textsuperscript{55} influenced his decision as a court of appeals judge that “substantive due process” does not prevent a hospital from barring husbands from the delivery room during the birth of their children.\textsuperscript{56}

Stevens also spotlights the solo dissent by Justice Harlan Fiske Stone in \textit{Minersville School District v. Gobitis},\textsuperscript{57} in which Stone argued that children have the constitutional right to abstain from saluting the American flag. Like Holmes’s opinion in \textit{Lochner},\textsuperscript{58} Stone’s prescient dissent in \textit{Gobitis} served as a basis for the Court to overrule its earlier decision.\textsuperscript{59} Stevens’s appreciation for these two solo dissents suggests that Stevens views separate opinions not merely as assertions of independence, but also as seeds for future majority opinions.

Stevens uses \textit{Five Chiefs} to introduce two figures who helped shape his independent outlook. The first is Nathaniel Nathanson, a “brilliant and lovable” constitutional law professor at Northwestern whom Stevens credits in the book’s first paragraph with exerting “a profound influence on [his] understanding of the law.”\textsuperscript{60} Nat, as Stevens calls him, admonished his students to “beware of glittering generalities,”\textsuperscript{61} a credo that inspired Stevens to probe for details and subtle distinctions throughout his legal career.

Stevens’s other early model was Justice Rutledge, for whom he served as a law clerk in the 1947 Term. Rutledge, a former University of Iowa Law School dean whom Stevens has described as “one of my heroes,”\textsuperscript{62} dissented frequently from Chief Justice Vinson’s majority.\textsuperscript{63} The “troubl[ing] case of \textit{Ahrens v.}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{55} STEVENS, \textit{supra} note 15, at 25.
\item \textsuperscript{56} Id. at 26-27 (discussing Fitzgerald v. Porter Mem’l Hosp., 523 F.2d 716 (7th Cir. 1975)).
\item \textsuperscript{57} 310 U.S. 586, 601 (1940) (Stone, J., dissenting); STEVENS, \textit{supra} note 15, at 35.
\item \textsuperscript{58} See W. Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379, 391 (1937) (using a rationale similar to that articulated by Holmes in \textit{Lochner} to reject the “freedom of contract” principle underlying \textit{Lochner}).
\item \textsuperscript{59} See W. Va. State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 631 (1943) (citing \textit{Gobitis}, 310 U.S. at 604). Stone, then the Chief Justice, selflessly assigned the majority opinion in \textit{Barnette} to Justice Robert Jackson, who produced one of the most stirring passages in the Court’s history. See id. at 642 (“If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other matters of opinion or force citizens to confess by word or act their faith therein.”).
\item \textsuperscript{60} STEVENS, \textit{supra} note 15, at 5. In a comment that may give solace to law students everywhere, Stevens writes that he and his classmates referred to Professor Nathanson’s Constitutional Law class as “Nat’s mystery hour.” \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{61} \textit{Id.} at 226 (internal quotation marks omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{62} THE \textit{SUPREME COURT}, \textit{supra} note 18, at 37 (noting that Stevens honored Rutledge by hanging a portrait of his mentor on the wall in his Supreme Court chambers).
\item \textsuperscript{63} STEVENS, \textit{supra} note 15, at 65.
\item \textsuperscript{64} STEVENS, \textit{supra} note 15, at 68 (noting that the case “troubled” him).
\end{itemize}
Clark, in which Rutledge dissented from the Court's holding that habeas corpus did not extend to enemy aliens detained at Ellis Island, made a particular impression on his young clerk. In what can only be described as a law clerk's dream, Stevens not only lived to see his Justice's dissenting views resurrected by the Court, but performed the act himself.

Stevens's affinity for separate opinions also colors his perspective on Chief Justice Earl Warren. He describes Warren's unanimous opinion in Brown v. Board of Education as "dead right" on the merits and "one of the greatest achievements in the history of the Court," but he criticizes Warren's strategy as "tentative" and overly focused on achieving consensus. Stevens argues that the failure to remand the case immediately, combined with the Court's later order that public schools desegregate "with all deliberate speed," diluted its message more than any dissent would have. As Stevens explains in a revealing passage, "[T]he institution and the public are better served by an accurate disclosure of the views of all the justices in every argued case."

This creed of judicial individualism defined Stevens's approach when he ascended to the bench. In one of his first cases on the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, he dissented from the en banc court's decision affirming the conviction of a protestor who pledged to remain in the Wisconsin state capitol until legislators restored welfare funding. While the Supreme Court agreed with him in a unanimous opinion, Stevens believed his dissent from the law-and-order position "put an end to any possibility that [he] might be con-

65. 335 U.S. 188 (1948).
66. 335 U.S. at 193 (Rutledge, J., dissenting).
67. See Stevens, supra note 15, at 68.
72. Stevens, supra note 15, at 124; see also id. at 99-101 ("Even when a dissenting opinion makes convincing arguments on the losing party's behalf, responses by the majority may not only clarify and strengthen the Court's reasoning, but also demonstrate to the public that the dissenter's views were carefully considered before they were rejected.").
73. Stevens, supra note 15, at 121-22 (discussing Groppi v. Leslie, 436 F.2d 331, 332 (7th Cir. 1971) (en banc) (Stevens, J., dissenting), rev'd, 404 U.S. 496 (1972)).
74. See Groppi, 404 U.S. 496.
considered for appointment to the Supreme Court.” President Ford dissented from that prediction when he nominated Stevens to the Court four years later.

When Stevens returned to Washington—he was the third law clerk to serve as a Justice—he brought with him the same contrarian approach that he had followed on the court of appeals. The first Supreme Court opinion he authored was a solo dissent from Justice Rehnquist’s opinion holding that a federal labor statute did not reach state government functions. Nine years later, the Court overturned its holding in favor of Stevens’s view. Stevens acknowledges that his frequent separate opinions may have alienated some colleagues, namely Chief Justice Burger. Despite the impact on collegiality, however, Stevens refused to engage in what Justice White called “graveyard dissents”—joining the majority opinion while taking his doubts with him to the grave. Stevens clearly views his willingness to write separately as a point of pride. Along with the formal Supreme Court photos that appear throughout the book, he includes a political cartoon from the Chicago Tribune. The drawing depicts the Chief Justice scowling toward the end of the bench as he says, “I take it the ‘oink’ means you’re dissenting again, Mr. Stevens?”

III. “Chief Justice of the Liberal Supreme Court”

Portraying Stevens as a paragon of independence invites two principal counterarguments—or, at least, two demands to qualify the term. The first is

75. Stevens, supra note 15, at 124.
76. Ford retained his admiration for Stevens, writing in the final year of his life, “I am prepared to allow history’s judgment of my term in office to rest (if necessary, exclusively) on my nomination thirty years ago of John Paul Stevens to the U.S. Supreme Court.” Toobin, supra note 11, at 47.
77. Justices Byron White and William Rehnquist were the first two, and Justice Stephen Breyer, Chief Justice John Roberts, and Justice Elena Kagan have since followed the same path. See Stevens, supra note 15, at 61; Biographies of Current Justices of the Supreme Court, supra note 30.
80. Stevens, supra note 15, at 140; see also Toobin, supra note 11, at 44-45 (“Especially in his early years, Stevens wrote a lot of opinions, including many short dissents and concurrences. The point of all this writing has not always been clear—he’s not warning of corruption among his colleagues—and initially the number of opinions gave Stevens a reputation for eccentricity.”).
81. Stevens, supra note 15, at 156.
82. Id. at 162 (quoting a cartoon from the Chicago Tribune) (internal quotation marks omitted).
that Stevens’s “independence” is really a cloak for unpredictable, “eccentric” judging devoid of any guiding principles.\textsuperscript{83} While Stevens might not dispute that he lacked an all-encompassing judicial philosophy—he once praised Justice White as “a great judge,” in part because he “took the cases one at a time”\textsuperscript{84}—the charge of eccentric judging rings false. Indeed, outside a few notable areas such as the death penalty\textsuperscript{85} and affirmative action,\textsuperscript{86} Stevens’s views remained relatively consistent throughout his career. That leads to the second counterargument—articulated by Professor Richard Epstein, among others—that the label most accurately describing Stevens is not “independent,” but rather “liberal.”\textsuperscript{87} In this context, Stevens’s “independence” amounts to a willingness to depart from the philosophy of the Republican presidents who appointed him and the conservative trends on the Court.

This second objection finds more support in Stevens’s work, both on the bench and in \textit{Five Chiefs}. Stevens earned a reputation as the “leader of the Su-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{83} See, e.g., Robert F. Nagel, \textit{Six Opinions by Mr. Justice Stevens: A New Methodology for Constitutional Cases?}, 78 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 509, 510 (2003) (noting that some would label Stevens’s jurisprudence as “sometimes eccentric” and willing to “disregard established doctrinal formulations”); Rosen, supra note 8, at 77 (“Stevens’s conservative critics have been skeptical of his claims of judicial neutrality.”); Toobin, supra note 11, at 39 (noting Stevens’s “lack of” a “deep theoretical foundation”); White, supra note 28, at A17 (“Lacking an overarching theory of constitutional interpretation, [Stevens] often appeared to indulge sentimental or ideological instincts under the guise of judicial restraint.”).
\item \textsuperscript{84} White, supra note 28, at A17.
\item \textsuperscript{86} \textit{Compare} Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448, 534 n.5 (1980) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (arguing that a federal racial-minority preference program was unconstitutional and citing the citizenship law of the Nazi Third Reich as an analogy), with Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 242 (1995) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (arguing that a federal racial-minority preference program was constitutional). See also Amann, supra note 13 (tracing the transformation of Stevens’s position on affirmative action); Christopher L. Eisgruber, \textit{How the Maverick Became a Lion: Affirmative Action in the Jurisprudence of John Paul Stevens}, 99 GEO. L.J. 1279 (2011) (same).
\item \textsuperscript{87} See Toobin, supra note 11, at 39 (quoting Epstein as saying, “From the beginning of his time as a Justice, you could see Stevens’s roots in the New Deal Court and his willingness to justify an expanding welfare state . . . . On these issues, he’s been consistent and consistently wrong about everything—and highly influential.”).
\end{itemize}
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preme Court's liberal wing, and he generally lived up to it. To scan a list of Stevens's oral dissents—a reasonable proxy for the cases in which he felt the most passionately—is to view a conservative highlight reel of the past two decades. He announced dissents from the bench in foundational constitutional decisions on property rights, federalism, sovereign immunity, gun ownership, and political speech. Careful readers can glimpse Stevens's leftward leanings in Five Chiefs, as well. For example, while he criticizes Chief Justice Burger as a presiding officer, Stevens praises the Nixon-appointed Burger's opinions on gender discrimination, school desegregation, prisoners' rights, environmental protection, limits on capital punishment, executive privilege, and gun control. Stevens writes that these decisions show that "Burg-

88. Adam Liptak, To Nudge, Shift, or Shove the Supreme Court Left, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 1, 2009, at WK1 (depicting Stevens as the "leader of the Supreme Court's liberal wing"); see also Rosen, supra note 8, at 52-53 (calling Stevens "arguably [the] most liberal justice" and a "passionate leader of the Court's liberal wing"); Toobin, supra note 11, at 38-39 (describing Stevens as the Court's "liberal leader" and a "liberal icon").

89. See supra note 9.

90. See Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 U.S. 374, 396 (1994) (Stevens, J., dissenting); Duffy & Lambert, supra note 9, at 30.


95. See STEVENS, supra note 15, at 155.

96. See id. at 114; see also Reed v. Reed, 401 U.S. 71 (1971).


100. See STEVENS, supra note 15, at 144; see also Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978).

101. See STEVENS, supra note 15, at 114 (noting that the Court's decision on the Watergate tapes "may well have done more to inspire confidence in the work of judges . . . than any other decision in the history of the Court"); see also United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 (1974).
er’s contributions to the law in the years after [he] joined the Court have not
been fully appreciated.”103 That is not all the Burger opinions have in common. Each also stakes out a more liberal position than the Court would adopt in subsequent decades.

Stevens’s frustration with the direction of the Court comes into sharper relief in his chapter on Chief Justice Rehnquist. While Stevens calls Rehnquist “a friend,”104 praises his leadership as an efficient and “totally impartial presiding officer,”105 and credits him with crafting an important opinion during the Iranian hostage crisis,106 Stevens also targets Rehnquist with a series of barbs harsher than those he directs at any other Chief. He compares Rehnquist to a “hanging judge” for his votes to uphold death sentences,107 suggests that the quality of Rehnquist’s opinions suffered as a result of his quick writing,108 and derides the Chief’s decision to have gold stripes emblazoned on his robe.109 Stevens is particularly critical of Rehnquist’s expansive conception of sovereign immunity.110 He charges that Rehnquist’s position on the “dignity of the sovereign states” was “ostentatious and more reflective of the ancient British monarchy than our modern republic.”111

In a passage that arguably maligns several Justices at once, Stevens suggests that “the most significant judicial event” of Chief Justice Rehnquist’s tenure was the retirement of Justice Thurgood Marshall and the appointment of Justice Clarence Thomas to succeed him.112 While the impact of Marshall’s extraordinary career can hardly be overstated, it seems highly unlikely that historians will view his retirement at age eighty-three113 as more significant than the dozens of influential cases decided by the Rehnquist Court between 1986 and 2005. To be fair, Stevens invokes Marshall’s retirement mostly as a segue to his biting cri-

103. Stevens, supra note 15, at 142.
104. Id. at 170.
105. Id. at 171.
106. See id. at 174; see also Dames & Moore v. Regan, 453 U.S. 654 (1981). Stevens’s praise may be an indirect compliment of Chief Justice Roberts, who served as Rehnquist’s law clerk during the Term that Dames & Moore was decided. See Biographies of Current Justices of the Supreme Court, supra note 30.
108. See id. at 174.
109. See id. at 173.
110. See id. at 191-97.
111. Id. at 195 (internal quotation marks omitted); id. at 197.
112. See id. at 186.
113. Members of the Supreme Court of the United States, supra note 2.
tique of Thomas. He blames Thomas for a series of five-to-four decisions on gun rights\textsuperscript{114} and claims that Thomas's originalist jurisprudence "seems to assume that we should view the Union as perfect at the beginning"\textsuperscript{115}—a striking allegation to level at a Justice descended from slaves.\textsuperscript{116}

While Stevens's criticism of Rehnquist and Thomas occasionally veers into the petty—he chides Thomas for disagreeing with "the only Court opinion that [Stevens] had an opportunity to draft as a clerk"\textsuperscript{117}—his emphasis on their jurisprudential influence is telling. As Stevens has explained elsewhere, he sees himself as remaining consistent while the rest of the Court drifted right.\textsuperscript{118} Thus, if he emerged as the leader of the Court's left, it was because—in his view—his colleagues left him no other choice.

Stevens's image as "Chief Justice of the Liberal Supreme Court" also arose partly from his position as Senior Associate Justice, which he inherited after Justice Blackmun retired in 1994.\textsuperscript{119} The role empowered Stevens to assign majority opinions that he joined but the Chief Justice did not. As his decision to devote a full chapter of Five Chiefs to the position indicates, Stevens wielded his assignment power with considerable care.\textsuperscript{120} Stevens explains that he often assigned opinions to the majority Justice with the greatest doubt about his position. His theory was that defending the majority view in writing would persuade the wavering Justice of its correctness.\textsuperscript{121} Stevens's approach accounts for several landmark opinions issued by the Rehnquist and Roberts Courts. He mentions specifically that he assigned Romer v. Evans\textsuperscript{122} to Justice Kennedy and Grutter v. Bollinger\textsuperscript{123} to Justice O'Connor to retain their (swing) votes.\textsuperscript{124} Stevens's will-

\begin{itemize}
  \item[114.] Stevens, supra note 15, at 188-91.
  \item[115.] Id. at 188.
  \item[116.] See Thomas, supra note 41, at 2.
  \item[118.] See Rosen, supra note 8 (quoting Stevens as saying that, with one possible exception, "every judge who's been appointed to the court since Lewis Powell," who was appointed in 1971, "has been more conservative than his or her predecessor" (internal quotation marks omitted)); see also Barnhart & Schlickman, supra note 8, at 20.
  \item[119.] See Members of the Supreme Court of the United States, supra note 2.
  \item[120.] See Stevens, supra note 15, at 231-44; see also supra note 11.
  \item[121.] Stevens, supra note 15, at 236-37 (drawing an analogy between this strategy, first practiced by Warren Burger, and Stevens's experience as a litigator).
  \item[122.] 517 U.S. 620 (1996) (striking down a Colorado constitutional amendment, which prohibited local governments from enacting measures that would bar discrimination based on sexual orientation, as a violation of the Equal Protection Clause).
  \item[123.] 539 U.S. 306 (2003) (upholding the University of Michigan Law School's affirmative action plan).
\end{itemize}
ingness to hand off such important opinions conveys both strategy and selflessness. However one analyzes the decisions that resulted, they deserve a place in assessing Stevens's legacy.

IV. FOR THE AGES

This Review has argued that *Five Chiefs* exposes as overly simplistic both the portrayal of Stevens as an independent and the opposing characterization of him as a liberal. For his part, Stevens offers few direct reflections on his legacy. But the sense of history that runs throughout the book makes clear that he is thinking about the long run. He opens the book with a quote from Abraham Lincoln at Gettysburg: "The world will little note nor long remember what we say here...." On one level, the quote conveys Stevens's humility. He acknowledges that he was but one Justice in one institution that is but one part of our democratic government. But the quote also operates on a more subtle level. As Stevens notes later in the book, Lincoln's prediction about his speech proved wrong: Americans continue to find wisdom and power in his words at Gettysburg. In writing *Five Chiefs*, John Paul Stevens hopes that future generations might find inspiration in the reflections of another plain-spoken lawyer from Illinois.

---

124. See STEVENS, supra note 15, at 239-43.
125. *Id.* at ix (dedication page).
126. *Id.* at 184.